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What is Robotester and what it allows you to do

Robotester – is an automated testing tool for Unity-based games. It is designed to test a program 
as a whole on a real mobile phone or tablet.  
Usually while testing a game, testers go through a sequence of steps (testing scenarios) to make 
sure the program works the way it is supposed to. Robotester allows you to write these steps as 
C# code, so you may run them as many times as you want on any device, putting you out of 
manual routine.
The process of testing with Robotester is the following:

1. Tester writes tests, that are similar to unit tests.
2. Connects the Android device to their PC or Mac using USB cable.
3. Runs tests in Unity Editor.

Robotester executes test in Unity Editor, sending commands to the attached device.

Robotester allows you to:
 Collect logs, make screenshots and capture videos from devices,
 Test how the game works after reinstallation or restart. You can install, delete, launch or 

close the app right from the test code,
 Emulate the actions of a real player - taps, swipes, entering text and pressing the 

hardware buttons.
 Test multiplayer, by connecting two devices to a computer, which allows you to take 

actions on both devices from a single test.
 Call any method of any object in the game that is running on your device right from the 

test code. For instance, you can unlock any level of the game, skipping the hours of 
gameplay and saving a lot of time.

With Robotester you don’t have to mess up with the game source code.  All you need is to import 
the plugin into the game and initialize it as the app launches.

Robotester is based on NUnit. However it is not designed for unit testing and is not suited for 
test driven development, because you create and run tests on real devices at the speed, 
compared to the speed of a human. To test individual units of code and game objects use Unity 
Test Tools. Robotester is a good supplement to the traditional unit testing and does well in case 
you need to run tests on continuous integration server after making a nightly build.

System requirements
 PC or Mac with installed Android SDK
 Device with Android version 4.0 or higher
 Unity version 5.1 or higher



Quick Start

Creating a test

After you have imported the plugin into the project, proceed to create a simple test for the scene 
Hello.unity. This scene contains the following logic:  when launching the player will see the input 
window where they’re asked to enter their username, and the OK button:

Once the player have entered their username and pressed the button, the following message will 
appear "Hello, %USERNAME% !":

Let us test this.

1. Create a new test. In the Project window right click on any folder inside the Editor folder 
and select the item Create  New Robotest in the drop-down menu:



Test code will be executed in Unity Editor only.That’s why you need to create tests only inside 
the Editor folder.

2. Name the new file HelloTest.cs and open it.

3. Our test was created from a template, which means it already contains the required 
initialization code. All you have to do is write the actual test. Change the method Test in 
order it to look like this:

[Test]
public void Test()
{

var editBox = App.Finder.FindAll<EditBoxProxy>().FirstOrDefault();
editBox.EnterText("Robotester");
var buttonOk = App.Finder.FindByText<ButtonProxy>("OK");
buttonOk.Tap();
var textBox = App.Finder.FindByName<TextBoxProxy>("HelloText");
Assert.AreEqual("Hello, Robotester!", textBox.GetText());

}

4. Add Hello.unity to the “Scenes in Build” list into “Build Settings” window:



Make sure that Hello.unity is the first in the list of scenes, otherwise another scene will be 
loaded first and the test will fail.

5. Open “Robotester” window: menu Window —> Robotester, select HelloTest in the list 
of the tests.

6. Connect a mobile phone or a tablet with Android 4.0 or higher to your computer using 
USB cable.

7. Click on the "Build and Run" button  in Robotester window. The test will start as soon as 
the .apk file is built.

Test code does the following:
 Searches for the input field and enters the text: "Robotester"
 Searches for the OK button and clicks it.
 Makes sure that the following text "Hello, Robotester !" is  being displayed. Otherwise 

the test will fail.  



Robotester window

This window displays the list of all  Robotester tests. Here you can select the tests and run them, 
view the results and change some settings.

Section “Robotests”
In this section all the tests found in the project are displayed.

The successful tests are marked as green.
The failed tests are marked as red.
Tests that were cancelled by the user or excluded from the test run are marked as yellow.
The currently selected test is marked as blue.

Section “Test results”
The results of the currently selected test are displayed in the “Test results” section. All test logs 
including the device logs are available in the “Test logs directory”. You can change the location 
of this folder in “Settings” section.

Section “Settings”
In this section you can change and define configurations for the test run.

 "Test logs directory" - Test execution logs and logs from the devices on which you ran 
the tests will be stored  in this directory.

 "Write results to console" -   whether to write the test results to Unity console.
 "Clear console before run" - whether to clear the Unity console before running the tests.



 "Run in separate thread” - Whether to run tests in a separate thread or in Unity main 
thread.

 The latter means no interaction with Unity will be available until all the tests are 
completed.

 "Take screenshots on fail" - whether to take screenshots automatically in case of a failed 
test.

Button “Run”
Run the tests with the latest application bundle (.apk file).

Button "Build And Run"
Build a new application bundle (.apk file) and run tests with it.

Button “Stop”
Cancel the tests.

Tests that are included in the sample project

 ApplicationTests - a set of tests  that demonstrate how to control the app: install it to 
the device, start and stop it.

 DeviceTests - a set of tests that demonstrates the operations with the devices 
connected to the computer: getting the list of devices, turning the screen off and on, 
pressing the hardware buttons

 HelloSampleTest - the source code of the test for Hello.unity scene from Quick Start
 WidgetsTests - a set of tests that demonstrates how to operate the UI controls
 SceneTests - a set of tests that demonstrates how to control the objects in scene tree
 TapTheTankTest - test for a mini-game «Tap the tank»



Manual

The process of testing with Robotester is the following:
1. Tester adds Robotester into the app just once,
2. Writes tests,
3. Connects an Android device to their PC or Mac,
4. Runs tests in Robotester window, by clicking "Run" or "Build And Run". 

Robotester executes tests in Unity Editor, sending commands to the device.

How to add Robotester to the app

In order to add Robotester to the app, please perform the following steps: 
1. Import  Robotester plugin into Unity project
2. Call the method RobotesterMain.Init() on app start 

If you’re using NGUI, then you need to add symbol USE_NGUI to the “Scripting Define Symbols” 
field  in “Player Settings” panel:

This will activate the support for the NGUI controls, which will make it easier to write tests for 
UI (for further information see the section «How to test UI?») 

How to write tests

The easiest way to create a new test is to right click the folder you need from the “Project” panel 
and select “Create”  “New Robotest” from the context menu (You can change the code that is 
created for the new tests by editing the template in the file  
Assets/Robotester/Editor/RobotestTemplate.txt)

If you want to create a test manually, then you need to know the following:



1. Because the tests code is executed in the Editor only, you need to create them only inside 
the Editor folder, or its sub folder.

2. Robotester is based on NUnit, so every Robotester test is also the NUnit test. If you are 
not familliar with NUnit, you will find the detailed description here: 
http://nunit.org/index.php?p=docHome&r=2.6.4

Also, at the end of this document there is a section under the name “NUnit quick 
reference”, where the basic info about the structure of NUnit tests is summarized.

3. Unlike the NUnit, the Roboteser test fixture should be derived from Robotest class , as 
shown in the example below. Otherwise the test won’t be displayed in the Robotester 
window. Through the methods and properties of the Robotest class your test gains access 
to the objects that it requires. 

Here is a very simple test fixture, that Robotester can run:

using NUnit.Framework;
using Robotester;

[TestFixture]
public class SimplestFixture : Robotest
{

[Test]
public void EmptyTest()
{
}

}

The test in this example contains no code and will always be successfully executed.
In reality, the test code should describe how the app is to be tested. A typical test suite in 
Robotester is equivalent to what real testers would do and includes:

1. Installing the app to a phone or tablet (if it’s not yet installed) and launching it,  
2. Interacting with the app: tapping, swiping, pressing the hardware buttons etc.,
3. Evaluating the state of the app: does it meet the expectations? Do we see what we’re 

supposed to see? 

Installing and launching the app on a device 

App installation on a device requires the bundle (an APK file) and a phone or tablet plugged to a 
computer via USB cable.
The following example demonstrates how to install and start app:

[Test]
public void TestInstallApp()
{

IEnumerable<IDevice> devices = GetDevices();
Assert.IsTrue(devices.Any(), "Please provide at least one device");
var device = devices.First();
Debug.Log("Installing bundle \"" + Bundle.FullPath + "\" on device " + device.Id);
IApp app = device.InstallApp(Bundle);
app.Start();
Assert.IsTrue(app.IsRunning());

http://nunit.org/index.php?p=docHome&r=2.6.4


}

In the next example, first off the Robotest.GetDevices method returns the list of all devices 
connected to the computer:

IEnumerable<IDevice> devices = GetDevices();

If none of the connected devices is found, the test fails:

Assert.IsTrue(devices.Any(), "Please provide at least one device");

You can get the reference to the latest app bundle through the property Robotest.Bundle. To 
install it on the device use method IDevice.InstallApp:

IApp app = device.InstallApp(Bundle);

You can also get the reference to the app that is already installed on the device through the 
search by app identifier: 

IApp app = GetDevices().First().FindInstalledApp("co.robotester.sample");

IApp instance allows you operate the installed app and refer to the objects in the scene. To launch 
the app use the IApp.Start method:

app.Start();

It takes some time for the app to start so Robotester waits till it launches. Robotester considers 
the app started when it responds to its requests.  This means that if the app’s process is running 
but Robotester is not initialized in it, the test will fail. That’s why it’s important that you call the 
RobotesterMain.Init  method as early as possible.

The default stand-by time is 30 seconds. You can change this by passing an argument to the 
method Start:

app.Start(60.0f);

How to test  UI

Robotester allows to test UI easily with the help of proxies.  
Let us look closely at the example from "Quick Start":

EditBoxProxy editBox = App.Finder.FindAll<EditBoxProxy>().FirstOrDefault();
editBox.EnterText("Robotester");
ButtonProxy buttonOk = App.Finder.FindByText<ButtonProxy>("Ok");
buttonOk.Tap();
TextBoxProxy textBox = App.Finder.FindByName<TextBoxProxy>("HelloText");
Assert.AreEqual("Hello, Robotester!", textBox.GetText());



This code does the following:
1. Searches for input field and enters the text "Robotester"
2. Searches for “OK” button and taps on it.
3. Searches the text field with the name HelloText in the scene and verifies whether the 

text is "Hello, Robotester ".

It uses the class EditBoxProxy to operate with the input field. ButtonProxy - for buttons and 
TextBoxProxy is used to operate with text label. The instances of these classes (editBox, buttonOk 
and textBox) are the proxy objects. They allow you to interact with the UI elements in the game.

Proxies only exist in the test code. A proxy object sort of replace the object that’s inside the app 
on the device, and allows to interact with it as if it were in the Unity Editor. In reality, a proxy 
object stores the link to the objects on the device. All calls to the proxy  are redirected to the 
corresponding  remote object and the results are sent back. 

Robotester provides the following proxy classes for the UI testing:
 TextBoxProxy is a proxy for static captions. Allows to get the text of the captions. 
 EditBoxProxy is a proxy for the input field. Allows to receive and enter text. 
 ButtonProxy is a proxy for buttons. Allows to get text in the button and of course tap it. 
 CheckBoxProxy is a proxy for manipulating checkboxes. Same principle as with buttons, 

plus allows you to get the state of the box - whether it is checked or not. 
 ComboBoxProxy is a proxy for the drop-down list. Allows you to access the elements of 

the list, find the currently selected one and select another. 



Use the class Finder to find the desired objects in the scene and get proxy for them. The instance 
of this class is available via the property IApp.Finder:

ButtonProxy buttonOk = App.Finder.FindByText<ButtonProxy>("Ok");

The class Finder provides the following methods for searching UI widgets: 
 T FindByName<T>(string name) – searches the scene and returns the widget of the required 

type named ‘name’
 T FindByText<T>(string text) – searches the scene and returns the widget of the 

required type that contains a ‘text’.
 IEnumerable<T> FindAllByName<T>(string name) –  searches the scene and returns all 

widgets of the required type named ‘name’
 IEnumerable<T> FindAllByText<T>(string text) – searches the scene and returns all 

widgets of the required type that contains a ‘text’ 
 IEnumerable<T> FindAll<T>() –  searches the scene and returns all widgets of the required 

type.

Instead of T use the proxy type, instance of which you want to get . The next code searches for 
the drop-down list named "Options" and selects the item “Option C”:

var dropdown = App.Finder.FindByName<ComboBoxProxy>("Options");
dropdown.SelectItem("Option C");

Sometimes you need to find the UI widget not in the whole scene but in a certain subtree of the 
scene. To do that use the methods of the class GameObjectProxy (see  “How to test scene 
objects” section for more information about this class). They allow you to find the child UI widget, 
which is located in the subtree of this scene, under the specified game object:

 T FindChildByName<T>(this GameObjectProxy parent, string widgetName). Searches for 
the widget of the specified type named widgetName in the scene placed under ‘parent’

 T FindChildByText<T>(this GameObjectProxy parent, string text) – searches for the 
widget of the specified type, which contains the text text and which is placed under 
‘parent’.

 IEnumerable<T> FindAllChildrenByName<T>(this GameObjectProxy parent, string 
widgetName) – searches for all widgets of the specified type with name widgetName in the 
scene placed under ‘parent’

 IEnumerable<T> FindAllChildrenByText<T>(this GameObjectProxy parent, string text) – 
searches for all widgets of the selected type in the scene, which contain the text text 
placed under ‘parent’.

 IEnumerable<T> FindAllChildren<T>(this GameObjectProxy parent) – searches all widgets 
of the selected type in the scene placed under ‘parent’

The next code searches for the button with the "Ok" text, which is a child of the game object with 
the name "UI Root":

GameObjectProxy uiroot = App.Finder.FindGameObject("UI Root");
ButtonProxy button = uiroot.FindChildByText<ButtonProxy>("Ok");

Notice that the test code doesn't  depend on the UI system used.
The magic happens  on the app side. Robotester  supports “out of the box” UnityUI and NGUI. 
The support of UnityUI is enabled by default. You can enable NGUI support by defining the 



symbol USE_NGUI.  If you’re using any other UI system you can easily add support for this system 
basing on the code for UnityUI and NGUI, which is located in Assets/Robotester/Widgets 
directory.

How to test scene objects

Same as for the UI testing, proxies such as GameObjectProxy in the previous example are used 
to test objects in the scene. Using GameObjectProxy is very simple: call the same methods you 
would сall from GameObject and access the same properties.

GameObjectProxy asteroid = App.Finder.FindGameObject("Asteroid");
Assert.IsTrue(asteroid.activeInHierarchy);
asteroid.SetActive(false);

In this example a proxy is used to get the get the value of activelnHierarchy property and call the 
method  SetActive of  game object named "Asteroid".

Robotester provides the following  classes to use in testing scene objects:
•GameObjectProxy is a proxy for GameObject. Implements the same methods GameObject has, 
plus a few additional. For example, it allows to get object's position on the screen and provides 
the Tap method for tapping on it.
•TransformProxy is a proxy for Transform. Derived from ComponentProxy.
•ComponentProxy is a proxy for UnityEngine.Component and its child classes.
•UnityObjectProxy is a proxy for UnityEngine.Object and its child classes. Derived from 
RemoteObjectProxy.
•RemoteObjectProxy - the base for other proxy classes. Realizes API, that is used to interact with 
any C# objects on a device including non-derived from UnityEngine.Object.

Every proxy class is based on RemoteObjectProxy. It provides a set of generalized methods 
allowing to interact with any object in an app:

 T GetProperty<T>(string propertyName) - get the value of a property propertyName
 void SetProperty(string propertyName, object value) - set the value of a property 

propertyName
 T CallMethod<T>(string methodName, params object[] parameters) - call the method 

methodName
 void CallMethod(string methodName, params object[] parameters) - call the method 

methodName without the return value
 string GetTypeName() – returns the type name of the object it interacts with
 bool IsAlive() – returns true if the object it commutates with is alive. If the object on a 

device is destroyed, returns false

The previous example can be rewritten using RemoteObjectProxy as follows:

RemoteObjectProxy asteroid = App.Finder.FindGameObject("Asteroid");
Assert.IsTrue(asteroid.GetProperty<bool>("activeInHierarchy"));
asteroid.CallMethod("SetActive", false);

Note that using GameObjectProxy allows to write simpler and easier-to-read code.



Other classes are derived from RemoteObjectProxy and inherit its API. This allows to work 
through a proxy with every object on a scene, even those which don't have a dedicated proxy 
class. The following code checks if an object Cube has a texture named “test” with a size of 64x64:

GameObjectProxy cube = App.Finder.FindGameObject("Cube");
TransformProxy transform = cube.transform;
ComponentProxy meshRenderer = transform.GetComponent<MeshRenderer>();
var materials = meshRenderer.GetProperty<IEnumerable<UnityObjectProxy>>("materials");
UnityObjectProxy mat = materials.First();
UnityObjectProxy tex = mat.GetProperty<UnityObjectProxy>("mainTexture");
Assert.AreEqual("test", tex.name);
Assert.AreEqual(64, tex.GetProperty<int>("width"));
Assert.AreEqual(64, tex.GetProperty<int>("height"));

In this example we’re using TransformProxy to work with an object of the Transform type, the 
ComponentProxy class for MeshRender and the UnityObjectProxy class  to access the Material 
and Texture2D classes.
For searching an object in a scene and creating a proxy the Finder class is used (its instance can 
be obtained through IApp.Finder property):

 GameObjectProxy FindGameObject(string name)  — find an object named name
 IEnumerable<GameObjectProxy> FindAllGameObjects(string name) — find all objects 

named name
 GameObjectProxy FindGameObjectWithTag(string tag) — find an object tagged tag
 IEnumerable<GameObjectProxy> FindAllGameObjectsWithTag(string tag) — find all 

objects tagged tag
 UnityObjectProxy FindObjectOfType<T>() — find an object of T type
 IEnumerable<UnityObjectProxy> FindObjectsOfType<T>() — find all objects of T type
 RemoteClassProxy GetRemoteClass<T>() — returns RemoteClassProxy for a remote type T 

(RemoteClassProxy is designed to call the static methods of a remote class and is 
described in "How to call static methods" section)

How to call static methods

We should speak about the RemoteClassProxy in particular. It allows to call static methods and 
access static properties of the classes on the device side:

RemoteClassProxy applicationClass = app.Finder.GetRemoteClass<Application>();
applicationClass.CallStaticMethod("LoadLevel", "Intro");

In this example the RemoteClassProxy is used to load a scene "Intro" by calling the 
Application.LoadLevel method. The RemoteClassProxy instance can be created with the Finder 
class by calling the method GetRemoteClass. RemoteClassProxy provides the following methods:

 T GetStaticProperty<T>(string propertyName) – get the value of static property 
propertyName

 void SetStaticProperty(string propertyName, object value) – set the value of static 
property propertyName



 T CallStaticMethod<T>(string methodName, params object[] parameters) – call static 
method methodName

 void CallStaticMethod(string methodName, params object[] parameters) – call static 
method methodName without the return value

 string GetTypeName() – returns the name of the type it commutates with.

How to tap, swipe and press the hardware buttons

The full testing of a mobile app requires acting like a real user - tapping, swiping, pressing 
hardware buttons etc. Robotester has these actions implemented as methods of IDevice, 
IAndroidDevice and some proxy classes.
IDevice provides a set of methods available on any mobile platform. IAndroidDevice is an 
extention of IDevice and provides methods specific for Android. Current version of Robotester 
supports Android only, so there is no trouble casting IDevice to IAndroidDevice. Although, to 
avoid problems in future it's recommended that you to use the operator "as":

IDevice device = GetDevices().First();
IAndroidDevice androidDevice = device as IAndroidDevice;

if (androidDevice != null)
{

// Use android-specific API's here 
}

The IDevice class provides the following methods:
 void Tap(Vector2 pt) — tap on a point with coordinates pt
 void Swipe(Vector2 from, Vector2 to, float duration) — swipe from a point from to a 

point to. Duration parameter sets the duration time in seconds.
 void Swipe(float duration, params Vector2[] pt) — broken line swipe. Duration 

parameter sets the duration time in seconds
 void PressHome() — Press “Home” button

When calling the Tap and Swipe methods keep in mind that different devices have various screen 
sizes. To determine the screen size of  the current device use  the GetScreenSize method from 
the IDevice class.

The IAndroidDevice class provides the following methods:
 void PressBack() — Press “Back” button.
 void PressRecent() — Press “Recent” button
 void PressSearch() — Press “Search” button
 void Sleep() — turn screen on
 void Wakeup() — turn screen off
 bool IsScreenOn() — returns true if screen is turned on

An example of use:

[Test]
public void SleepAndWakeUp()
{

IAndroidDevice device = GetDevices().First() as IAndroidDevice;



Assert.IsNotNull(device);
device.Sleep();
Assert.IsFalse(device.IsScreenOn());
device.Wakeup();
Assert.IsTrue(device.IsScreenOn());

}

IDevice allows you to make a tap or swipe in a random place on the screen, but while testing you 
usually need to tap on a certain scene object. This is why some proxies provide methods for this.
The GameObjectProxy class provides  the following methods:

 Vector3 GetScreenPos() - returns the position of the object on the screen.  Calculates from 
world position

 Vector3 GetScreenCenter() - returns the position of the object's center on the screen.  The 
bounding box of the object is considered to be its center. Calculation of the bounding box 
includes the object itself and its child sub-objects

 void Tap() - tap the center of the object
 void SwipeTo(Vector2 pos, float duration) - swipe from center of the object to the 

specified point
 void SwipeFrom(Vector2 pos, float duration) - swipe from the point to the current 

object's center
 void SwipeTo(GameObjectProxy other, float duration) - swipe from the current object's 

center to the center of another object

The ButtonProxy, CheckBoxProxy, ComboBoxProxy, TextBoxProxy and EditBoxProxy classes also 
provide the Tap method,  which allows to tap the center of a UI control:

var buttonOk = App.Finder.FindByText<ButtonProxy>("Ok");
buttonOk.Tap(); 

The EditBoxProxy class provides the EnterText method for text input:

var editBox = App.Finder.FindAll<EditBoxProxy>().FirstOrDefault();
Assert.IsNotNull(editBox);
editBox.EnterText("Hello, world!");

To fully emulate the actions of a real user Robotester sets a small delay after each action. This 
delay can be changed using DelayAfterAction property of the Robotest class. Since all test fixtures 
are derived from Robotest, in the test code you can just write:

DelayAfterAction = 1;

The delay is set in seconds. It equals to 0.5 seconds by default.

Where to find the logs

When testing an app on a real device the logs are crucial.  With their help the developer can 
understand what exactly happened during the run-time of a program.
Robotester automatically collects logs from the device. At the start of the each test a text file is 
created on the hard drive, into that file  the device output is written. You can specify the folder 
for logs in “Settings” section of the “Robotester” window. 



Inside this folder the logs are sorted into the folders named after the test fixtures. So you can 
easily find the logs related to a particular test.  During each test run, at least two log files are 
being created: one is the internal Robotester log, and other are captured from each of the 
Android devices connected to the computer, The names of the files not only indicate creation 
date and time but  also the ID of the device from which the log was obtained, so you can find the 
information you need easily.

Taking  screenshots and capturing videos

Robotester can take screenshots automatically every time when a test fails. You can enable this 
function by clicking the checkbox in the section "Settings":

The screenshots will be stored automatically in the same directory with logs. If necessary, you 
can take screenshots manually by calling method IDevice.CaptureScreenshot:

App.Device.CaptureScreenshot("MainMenu.png");

To start recording video use method IDevice.StartCaptureVideo:

App.Device.StartCaptureVideo();

To stop recording and save the video into a file, use method StopCaptureVideoAndSave:

App.Device.StopCaptureVideoAndSave("BuyWeaponTest.mp4");

Running tests from command-line

It’s very handy to control the state of the game by running tests after the next build is ready.  In 
order to do this you can run tests from command line. You need to add -executeMethod 
Robotester.Editor.Runner.RunTests to the command line and set the following parameters:  

-roboBundlePath <path-to-apk> Specifies the path to APK file, the one the tests will run 
with. Example:
-roboBundlePath ~/Documents/Projects/RoboUnity.apk



-roboLogPath <path-to-dir> Specifies the path to the directory, in which the logs are  to 
be stored. Example:
-roboLogPath ~/Documents/Projects/RoboLogs

-roboTest <mask> Defines mask for the full name of the test (with namespace) 
that you intend to run. You can use symbols '*' and '?'
You can specify this parameter in the command line several 
times.Example:
-roboTest Robotester.CommonTests.ComponentTest 
-roboTest *.DeviceTests
-roboTest *InParent

NUnit quick reference
You can read more about NUnit here: http://nunit.org/index.php?p=docHome&r=2.6.4
Below you will find the short description.

Each NUnit test is a public method with no parameters  and the  return type void, with attribute 
[Test]. The class which includes the tests is called test fixture and must have the attribute 
[TestFixtue]. Below is the example of the test fixture with two tests, that do nothing and always 
finish successfully.

using NUnit.Framework;
using Robotester;

[TestFixture]
public class SimplestFixture : Robotest
{

[Test]
public void Test1()
{
}

[Test]
public void Test2()
{
}

}

Along with the tests, test fixture can contain methods with attributes [SetUp], [TearDown], 
[TestFixtureSetUp], [TestFixtureTearDown]. And just like the tests they must be public void 
methods with no parameters:

 TestFixtureSetUp -  is executed once before the first test starts in test fixture. This class 
can only contain a single  method with attribute [TestFixtureSetUp].

 TestFixtureTearDown - is executed once after the last test starts in test fixture. The class 
can only contain a single method with attribute [TestFixtureTearDown].

 SetUp - is executed each time before the start of the next test. The class can only contain 
a single method with attribute [SetUp].

http://nunit.org/index.php?p=docHome&r=2.6.4


 TearDown -  is executed each time after the start of the next test. The class can only 
contain a single method with attribute  [TearDown].


